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Risk rate >>> Integrity risk

Quantified >>> SIL

SIL is a probability derived from 
statistic data



Track data (TC, AxC, LC)

Route data (ILx)

All trains data

Line static profile data

Movement authority:

-MA-limit (MAL)

-Speed @ MAL

GSM-R / EURORADIO

On-board functions

…

-Dynamic speed profile

-Train control – speed 
supervision - emergency 
braking if no appropriate 
driver’s reaction

Train communicates 
his speed when 
passing a balise

Essence of the train-control 
safety:

-Emergency braking when:

Vi > VL

Position in the |d| limits

V  and instant position (P) on 
the track are VITAL data

The V and P accuracies are 
application dependent  
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Unsafe state of the train < 1,3.10^-9/h

50% O-B 50% track-side

Hazard failure of train 
location and train 
integrity functions

Hazard failure of speed 
measurement

Hazard failure train location

10^-9/h is a statistic 
figure for hazard of 
passenger’s life

For comparison the 
failure rate is also 
expressed in events / 
hour

Safe behaviour of 
system’s components 
is a probability but 
expressed in unsafe 
states / hour



 Aviation IR (probability):

Alert limit is less than the 
protection level and no 
alert

Railway IR (probability 
derived from statistic):

Position accuracy 
exceeds the  d   limit and 
no alert (equivalent to a 
non detected wrong-side 
failure)

Equivalence based on:

-Alarm for accuracy worse 
than the AL, when 
probability to occur is 
greater then Pa

-Time to alarm …   





GALILEOGALILEO

The requirements (aviation) specify a combined 
integrity risk – GSS combined with RECEIVER

The IR is evaluated for each failure mechanism 
and is scaled to a specified XPL; the sum of all 
contributions is compared with the required IR

Currently, the GAL system design has IR 
threshold and the XPL corresponding to the 
specification of aviation critical operations; TTA 
is a best achievable from the GALILEO 
architecture

EGNOSEGNOS

UDRE and UIRE are evaluated by 
RIMs and include TROPO and AIR 
residual error models (EGNOS grid)

The (aviation) requirements specify 
fixed allocation for HPL and VPL – IR 
results from error exceed condition

The IR is evaluated at each time instant 
by RIMs, uploaded to GEO and re-sent 
to user within the ESTB message

Faultless assumption for satellites
Consequences for the rail user:

EGNOS imposes less stringent availability requirements – faultless 
assumption 

GALILEO presents a more realistic IR conception – but the integrity 
system design is scaled to the aviation requirements (IR threshold and the 
VAL and HAL specified for the aviation critical operation)



•IR=3,5.10^-7 is the probability for AL > 20σ and TTA > 
6 s for every moment of time

•If no other communication arrives, this probability is 
valid for the next 150 s from the moment of initial 
communication – this is a specific aviation req.

•The simple calculation P/h = (3600/150)*IR to “reflect” 
a rail requirement is not correct

•At the user terminal (GALILEO receiver), IR is 
updated for each fix, is associated to each fix 
calculation and is based on every 30 s updates of the 
SISA and SISMA; 

Interpretation:







Apply known 2from 2 voting: Predict the next position on the track 
using speed determination independent from its calculation by 

ranging

GALILEO 
receiver

GALILEO GALILEO 
receiverreceiver

Next fix 
prediction
Next fix 

prediction

Route map 
(Y;X)

Route map 
(Y;X)

Safety 
comparator

< AERR
Current accepted fix

Doppler speed

fix

True statements:

Train does not significantly change 
speed over T=1s (fix rate = 1 Hz)

Doppler speed is independent of 
ranging but is in the same integrity as 
ranging [1]. DV accuracy is in ~mm/s 

Contribution of Safety comparator to 
the IR degradation is neglectable

[1] A. Simsky & F. Boon, Septentrio Belgium

IR of the route map is very low << 10^-16

V

CF
NF

NPF

IRNF~IRD

IRAF

IRAF ~ IRF.IRD = 6,25.10^-14 (Bayes)



Simplification: use the projection of the fix on the true route

Expected 
True fix

Normal 
fix

εt εp

True route 
(route map)

EpMaxE ⋅≤ 2

GALILEO 
receiver

GALILEO GALILEO 
receiverreceiver

Route map 
(Y;X)

Route map 
(Y;X)

1,41.Ep1,41.Ep

fix accepted fix

Acceptable error 
threshold for the 
application (Ea)

Safety comparator

Safety controlled filter

True statements:

Route map is high integer (IRRM <<10^-16) and 
independent from the GALILEO fixes 
Consequence: IREP ~ IRRM

Safety comparator and safety controlled filter 
are SIL 4 devices (continuous operation mode)

SC function: 

-If  Max E < Ea  command accept fix

-If Max E > Ea command reject fix 

IRAF < IRRM*IRSC < 10^-16

Max E

Facilitators:

-UIC “GEORAIL” proposal for 
standards

-Strategy: certification of SIS 
performance & software receiver



GNSS immediate compliant application 

SATLOC
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